
Genshin Impact University Carnival USA
LAN Finals Official Rules

1.0: Rulebook Amendments

1.1: Changes to Rules & Regulations

● At any point throughout the Genshin Impact University Carnival USA LAN Finals, eFuse
may make changes & amendments to this document to reflect undocumented events &
situations that may arise throughout the season.

● eFuse admin rulings will be considered final. Admins may also rule in any way they deem
fit based on the situation. In the event of a dispute that has no documentation in these
rules, admins will use their best judgment to make a ruling & update this document to
reflect said ruling.

● If a player is unsure whether their actions are against the rules, they are expected to
immediately reach out to an admin for clarification. Failure to do so will be considered a
breach of the Genshin Impact University Carnival USA LAN Finals rules.

● Players are expected to report prohibited or malicious behavior & actions of other
competitors to the eFuse admins as soon as possible. Failure to report these
actions/behaviors is considered a breach of the Genshin Impact University Carnival USA
LAN Finals rules.

1.2: Acceptance
● By competing in the Genshin Impact University Carnival USA LAN Finals, players & teams

automatically accept these rules & agree to abide by them.

2.0: Player Eligibility

2.1: Student Status

● Players must be enrolled as either a full time or part time at the university they are
competing for



○ This applies to both remote and on-campus students.
○ “Full time” will be considered as 12 credit hours or more
○ “Part time” will be considered as anything below this

● Teams and players are required to comply with eFuse for eligibility checks, failure to do
so may result in disqualification from the competition

3.0: Match Preparation & Execution

3.1: Requirements
● All players MUST keep any and all production-related software open on their computers

at all times
○ Players must not adjust or change any production-related hardware

● All players MUST be prepared to log in to their assigned Genshin developer accounts
● All players from a team must be physically on-site for all game formats involved in the

LAN Finals
○ Teams must arrive 2 hours prior to the start of the Quarterfinals
○ All equipment must be tested 5 minutes prior to the start of each round of

competition

3.2: Lobby Setup
● Teams will designate a “Team Captain”

○ All members of the team will join the Team Captain’s world in Genshin by adding
each other’s user ID (UID)

■ The UID can be copied via the pause menu in the top left or found in the
bottom right of the screen

● Once all players are in the same world, they must each select one character that they will
be using.

○ No players may use more than one character at a time

3.3: Technical Pauses
● If a player has a problem that prevents them from playing on, they must notify

the other team and request a technical pause. Both teams then must
document the starting time of the technical pause and keep track of how long
it takes to resolve the issue. The player has to announce the reason before or
immediately after they request the pause.

● Teams will have 3 technical pauses for up to 5 minutes throughout qualifiers.



○ Should a pause go over 5 minutes, it will immediately use another
technical pause. For example, should a team need to pause for 5
minutes and 3 seconds, they will have used 2 total technical pauses.

○ A technical pause will be counted as completely used no matter what
time remains in the pause. For example, a technical pause that lasts
for only 15 seconds will count as 1 complete technical pause

3.4: Crashes
● “Crashes” are considered to be an interruption outside of the players’ control,

such as the game suddenly closing, the game servers suddenly closing, or
anything that can be attributed to the game malfunctioning.

○ This does not include player hardware malfunctions, player internet
disconnects, or anything on the players’ side.

○ If there is confusion on what is considered a Crash or on the players’
end, contact a tournament admin for clarity within 2 minutes of the
crash occurring.

● Teams are able to pause at any time following a player’s game crashing.
○ Should they not return in 3 minutes, this pause will count as a

technical pause being used.
● If an entire match is rendered unplayable due to issues on the game’s end,

contact tournament admins for further instruction. Most likely, a delay will
take place until the game is playable, with the potential for a rescheduled
game. The admin may make any ruling in regard to this rule.

4.0: Format

4.1: General Overview
● Date and Time:

○ The Genshin Impact University Carnival USA LAN Finals will take place on
Saturday, October 29 from 1pm to 5pm PT

● Teams will compete in three different rounds
○ Quarter Finals (8 Teams): Boss Rush
○ Semifinals (4 Teams): Lockout Bingo
○ Grand Finals (2 Teams): Boss Rush Pick/Ban

● General format overviews:
○ Boss Rush Relay:

■ Teams will compete to complete a list of bosses as quickly as possible.
Teams will cycle through their individual players for every boss defeated.



The teams that complete these challenges the fastest will move on to the
next round.

○ Lockout Bingo:
■ Teams will be paired up against each other to complete a lockout bingo

board faster than their opponents in the same world. Two players from
each team will work to complete the objectives in-game while one gives
them advice/keeps track of their completed objectives. The team with the
most objectives complete wins and will move on to the grand finals.

○ Boss Rush Pick/Ban
■ Teams will start off the match by banning a select number of five star and

four star characters from the available pool
● Both teams will ban two (2) five star characters for a total of four

(4) banned for the competition
● Both teams will ban three (3) four star characters for a total of six

(6) banned for the competition
■ After this, teams will then race to complete a list of bosses as quickly as

possible.

4.2: Team Size: Three

4.3: Maximum Time Allotted
● Boss Rush Relay: 45 Minutes
● Lockout Bingo: 30 Minutes
● Boss Rush Pick/Ban: 1 Hour

4.4: Restrictions & Distinctions:
● Teams may only use a maximum of 3 characters at a time. Across all formats (One

character per player)
● Teams may use a maximum of one 5 star character and two 4 star characters per team

in Boss Rush formats
○ Any combinations of weapons or artifacts are allowed at all points throughout

the challenge.
● Any assortment of character can be used for the Lockout Bingo modes



4.5: Game Formats

4.6: Quarterfinals: Boss Rush Relay
● Teams will be given 45 minutes to complete the following list of bosses as quickly as

possible.
○ Each boss is assigned a score. This score will be used as a backup to determine

winners if the full list of bosses are incomplete.
○ Players must complete the bosses in the order they are listed in

● Restrictions
○ Teams may only use one five star character. The other two players must utilize a

four star character.
○ Teams may only use 3 total characters in the party (1 per person)
○ All weapons and artifact combinations are allowed

● Tiebreakers
○ Should a tie between teams within the top 4 occur as a result of both achieving

the same score after the play time ends, a race of the End of the Oneiric
Euthymia weekly boss where the lowest time(s) will qualify.

Name of Boss Score

#1: Cryo Regisvine 50

#2: Pyro Regisvine 50

#3: Cryo Hypostasis 100

#4: Primo Geovishap 150

#5: Maguu Kenki 150

#6: Jadeplume Terrorshroom 150

#7: Golden Wolfhound 150

#8:Aeonblight Drake 150



#9: Algorithm of Semi-Tintransient Matrix of

Oversser Network

150

#10: Electro Regisvine 150

#11: Beneath the Dragon Queller 150

#12: Enter the Golden House 200

#13: Narukami Island: Tenshukaku 250

4.7: Semifinals: Lockout Bingo
○ The top four teams will be paired up to face off in two different

matchups
○ Two players from each team will join each other in the same world to

compete in a game of Lockout Bingo. If there are any disputes for any
reason over who will be the host, we will flip a coin to decide.

○ The Bingo board will be a 5x5 grid with each box containing a different
objective. Players must choose an objective they wish to complete,
and fulfill the requirements as quickly as possible.

■ Once an objective has been completed, tournament staff will
mark off the corresponding box with the color of the team that
completed it first.

■ If players are to complete a “Bingo”, their team will receive a 20
point bonus.

■ Once an objective has been marked, the other team will be
locked out of it, meaning that they will be unable to receive
points from completing it.

■ Players on the same team will be allowed to either split up to
complete different tasks, or stick together to complete the
same tasks

● Once an objective has been started, it must be
completed. Other tasks can be worked towards during
their attempt to complete the one they started (For
example, if a player is working to collect 15 Qingxin
flowers, they can pick up Dandelions along the way to
work towards that task as well.)



● The combined material count of both players will be
taken into account when determining if a task has been
completed (For example, if Player 1 from Team A has
collected 20 Sango Pearls, and Player 2 from Team B
has collected 10 Sango Pearls, they will have
completed the task for collecting 30 Sango Pearls).
Tournament staff will need to confirm this before
moving on.

■ The game will end once every objective has been completed or
if it is impossible for a team to make up their deficit.

■ The players that are completing the objectives will not be
allowed to reference any outside information on the location of
objectives/resources. They may only receive this information
from the “Team Captain” (more information on this role found
below)

○ Lockout Bingo will make use of the website Bingosync
■ Tournament staff will have full discretion over what objectives

are considered complete. Players are expected to clearly
showcase when an objective is complete

○ The player who is not completing tasks in during lockout bingo will be
the designated Team Captain

■ The Team Captain will have the ability to guide their
teammates through the locations of the various
objectives/resources required

■ Both team captains will be able to communicate with each
other during the competition. All rules involving player conduct
still apply.

■ The Team Captain will also help confirm that their team has
completed objectives with tournament staff

● Tiebreaker: Should both teams come to a stalemate after the time is up and have the
same amount of points, the winner will be decided by whoever can defeat the End of the
Oneiric Euthymia weekly boss as quickly as possible.

https://bingosync.com/


Collect 30 Sango
Pearls

(5 points)

Defeat Every
Enemy on Jinren

Island
(5 points)

Collect 20
Onikabuto
(10 points)

Catch 2 Raimei
Angelfishs via

Fishing
(5 points)

Collect a Crystal
Core from each
type of Crystafly

(5 points)

Make 3 Adeptus’
Temptation
Dishes Via
Cooking
(5 points)

Collect 32
Valberries
(5 points)

Collect 15
Padisarah
(10 points)

Defeat an
Unsusual
Hilichurl

(10 points)

Collect 15 Qingxin
Flower

(5 points)

Defeat the lone
Ruin Hunter in
Enkanomiya

(5 points)

Defeat the Eye of
Storm in

Stormterror’s Lair
(5 points)

Collect 15
Dandelion Seeds

(5 points)

Defeat 8
Bathysmal
Vishaps in

Enkanomiya
(5 points)

Defeat all kind of
Whopperflower

(5 points)

Make 3 Jade
Parcels Dishes

via Cooking
（5 points)

Collect 10 Scarab
Beetles

(5 points)

Reach the
highest point in
Guyun Stone

Forest
(5 points)

Defeat all kinds
of Abyss Mage

(5 points)

Defeat 7 Primal
Constructs
(5 points)

Collect 15
Rukkhashava
Mushrooms
(5 points)

Collect 20
Violetgrass
(10 points)

Defeat 30 Slimes
(5 points)

Collect 20
Yumemiru Wood

(5 points)

Defeat the Great
Snowboar King in

Dragonspine
(5 points)

4.8: Grand Finals: Boss Rush with Bans
● Teams will be given 1 Hour to complete the following list of bosses as quickly as possible

○ Each boss is assigned a score. This score will be used as a backup to determine
winners if the full list of bosses are incomplete.

○ Players must complete the bosses in the order they are listed in
● Bans

○ Teams will conduct bans consisting of all of the characters available in the current
patch

○ Teams will start off the match by banning a select number of five star and four
star characters from the available pool

■ Both teams will ban one (1) five star characters for a total of two (2)
banned for the competition

■ Both teams will ban two (2) four star characters for a total of four (4)
banned for the competition

○ The order of the Bans will follow a snake pattern, with the choice of first/second
pick being given to the winner of a coin flip

■ Once a character has been banned, they can no longer be picked
throughout the entirety of the grand finals



○ After this, teams will then race to complete a list of bosses as quickly as
possible.

● Tiebreakers
○ Should a tie between teams within the top 4 occur as a result of both achieving

the same score after the play time ends, a race of the End of the Oneiric
Euthymia weekly boss where the lowest time(s) will qualify.

Name of Boss Score

#1: Cryo Regisvine 50

#2: Pyro Regisvine 50

#3: Cryo Hypostasis 100

#4: Primo Geovishap 150

#5: Maguu Kenki 150

#6: Thunder Manifestation 150

#7: Golden Wolflord 150

#8: Bathysmal Vishap Herd 150

#9: Algorithm of Semi-Tintransient Matrix of

Oversser Network

150

#10: Electro Regisvine 150

#11: Jadeplume Terrorshroom 150

#12: Wolf of the North Challenge 200

#13: End of the Oneiric Euthymia 250



5.0: Player Behavior & Conduct
5.1: Cheating

● Use of any external programs aimed to gain a competitive advantage above
others is strictly prohibited. If a player is caught cheating, their university will
be disqualified and the player will be banned from competing in any
Hoyoverse or eFuse sponsored event for a period of time determined by the
severity of the event. This player’s account will also be reported directly to
Hoyoverse to distribute any form of in-game punishment that will follow.

5.2: Bug Abuse
● A “Bug” in the context of Genshin Impact is any error, flaw, or fault in the

game or system that causes it to produce an incorrect or unexpected result,
or to behave in unintended ways.

● Knowingly abusing these Bugs to gain an unfair advantage during the
qualifiers is strictly prohibited, and may result in disqualification and other
punishments based on the severity of the situation.

○ If you are unsure what is considered a “Bug” or a “Feature” (an
intended gameplay mechanic), please consult an admin.

● Accidentally encountering a Bug will not be considered Bug abuse

5.3: Behavior, Conduct & Sportsmanship
● Tournament staff has full discretion over what can be considered a violation

of conduct.
● Participants are not allowed to use any language that is threatening, abusive,

offensive, obscene, or otherwise deemed inappropriate by tournament staff
and competitors. This includes language in-game, on social media, or any
form of live streaming.

● Participants will treat all other players, administrators, or viewers with respect
● Participants may not offend the dignity or integrity of a country, private

person or group of people through discriminatory words or actions on
account of race, skin color, ethnic, national or social origin, gender, language,
religion, political opinion, financial status, birth or any other status, sexual
orientation, or any other reason.

5.4: Usage of Developer Accounts
● Developer accounts may only be used for competition purposes exclusively. Any attempt

to share account information with users outside of the competition, or usage of
developer accounts for anything other than the official Genshin Impact University



Carnival USA LAN Finals may result in disqualification and a loss of access to developer
accounts.

6.0: Confidentiality
● A player may not disclose to any third party any confidential information provided by the

Event Administrators, eFuse, or its affiliates concerning the Game, the Event, eFuse, or its
affiliates, by any method of communication, including by posting on social media
channels.

6.1: Illegal Conduct
● Players are required to comply with all applicable laws at all times.
● Rules and Conduct Violations

6.2: Investigation and Compliance
● Players agree to fully cooperate with eFuse and Event Administrators (as applicable) in

the investigation of any violation of these Rules. If eFuse and/or an Event Administrator
contacts a player to discuss the investigation, the player must be truthful in the
information that he or she provides to eFuse and/or an Event Administrator. Any player
found to have withheld, destroyed, or tampered with any related information, or
otherwise found to have misled eFuse and/or an Event Administrator during an
investigation, will be subject to disciplinary action.

6.3: Disciplinary Action
● If eFuse decides that a player has violated the Code, eFuse may take the following

disciplinary actions (as applicable):
○ Issue a private or public warning (verbal or written) to the player;
○ Loss of session scores for the current or future match(es);
○ Loss of all or any part of the prizes previously awarded to the player;
○ Disqualify the player from participating in one or more matches and/or sessions

at the Event; or
○ Prevent the player from participating in one or more future competitions hosted

by eFuse.
● For clarity, the nature and extent of the disciplinary action taken by eFuse pursuant to

this Section will be in the sole and absolute discretion of eFuse. eFuse reserves the right
to seek damages and other remedies from such player to the fullest extent permitted by
applicable law.

● If eFuse decides that there have been repeated breaches of these Rules by a player, it
may hand out increasing disciplinary action, up to and including permanent
disqualification from all future competitive play of the Game.



● In case of rule violation, disciplinary action will be taken in accordance with eFuse staff’s
Event Administrator decisions.  Severity of action can be increased if repeated violations
occur of the same, or different, rules by a player or team.

6.4: Rule Disputes
● eFuse has final, binding authority to decide all disputes with respect to any portion of

these Rules, including the breach, enforcement, or interpretation thereof.

6.5: Conditions
● The Event is subject to these Rules. By participating, each player agrees: (a) to be bound

by these complete Rules and the decisions of eFuse which shall be final and binding; and
(b) to waive any right to claim ambiguity in the Event or these Rules, except where
prohibited by applicable law. By accepting a prize, the Winning Player agrees to release
eFuse from any and all liability, loss, or damage arising from or in connection with
awarding, receipt, and/or use or misuse of prize or participation in any prize-related
activities. eFuse shall not be liable for: (i) telephone system, telephone, or computer
hardware, software, or other technical or computer malfunctions, lost connections,
disconnections, delays, or transmission errors; (ii) data corruption, theft, destruction, and
unauthorized access to or alteration of entry or other materials; (iii) any injuries, losses,
or damages of any kind, including death caused by the prize or resulting from
acceptance, possession, or use of a prize, or from participation in the Event; or (iv) any
printing, typographical, administrative, or technological errors in any materials
associated with the Event. eFuse reserves the right to cancel or suspend the Event in its
sole discretion or due to circumstances beyond its control, including natural disasters.
eFuse may disqualify any player from participating in the Event or winning a prize if, in its
sole discretion, it determines such player is attempting to undermine the legitimate
operation of the Event by cheating, hacking, deception, or any other unfair playing
practices intending to annoy, abuse, threaten, undermine, or harass any other players or
eFuse’s representatives. eFuse may, in its sole discretion, cancel, modify, or suspend the
Event should a virus, bug, computer problem, unauthorized intervention, force majeure,
or other cause beyond eFuse’s control corrupt the administration, security, or proper play
of the Event. Any attempt to deliberately damage or undermine the legitimate operation
of the Event may be in violation of criminal and civil laws and will result in
disqualification from participation in the Event.  Should such an attempt be made, eFuse
reserves the right to seek remedies and damages (including attorneys’ fees) to the
fullest extent of the law, including criminal prosecution. The Event is subject to all
applicable federal, state, and local laws.

6.6: Publicity



● eFuse reserves the right to use the name, tag, likeness, audio, video, game play statistics,
and/or eFuse account ID of any player, for publicity purposes prior to, during, or after the
Event end date, in any media, throughout the world, in perpetuity, but only in connection
with publicizing the Event or other Game events and programing, without any
compensation or prior review unless specifically prohibited by law.

● eFuse may, from time to time, reach out to players looking to build their personal brands
as competitive players for an opportunity to voluntarily participate in an interview in
connection with the Event (each, an “Interview”). Such players recognize that eFuse is
not required to feature such players and their game play or make them famous, but to
the extent any such player wants eFuse to have the rights to do that, such player
declares and affirms the following:

● In connection with your participation in the Interview, you hereby grant to eFuse and a
royalty-free, worldwide right and license (with the right to grant sublicenses) to copy,
display, distribute, edit, host, store and otherwise use and display your name, likeness,
image, voice, video, game play statistics, and biographical information (collectively,
“Interview Materials”), and create derivative works of the Interview Materials, in any and
all present and future media, on or in connection with (i) the streaming of the Interview
Materials; and (ii) eFuse’s marketing and promotion of the Event (if any), in each case
(items (i) and (ii)), without any compensation or prior review unless specifically
prohibited by law. You understand that you can withdraw the aforementioned license at
any time by contacting marketing@efuse.gg; provided, however, that this shall not affect
the lawfulness of the use eFuse has made of such license before its withdrawal.

● You acknowledge and agree that eFuse is under no obligation to select you to participate
in an Interview or to include the Interview Materials in the Event or in any such other
production, or to broadcast, exhibit, transmit, distribute or otherwise exploit the Interview
Materials in any manner or media.

● You represent and warrant the following: (A) you are not under any obligation to any
other party which would in any way prohibit or restrict you from participating in the
Interview as contemplated hereby or performing any of my obligations herein; (B) you
have the right to grant the rights granted to eFuse, and you neither have nor will make
any commitments that would conflict or interfere with the rights granted to eFuse; and
(C) your participation in the Interview and the use of the Interview Materials by eFuse or
anyone else will not violate or infringe upon any rights of any third party and will not
cause you to be in breach or violation of any agreements to which you are a party.

6.7: Waiver of Jury Trial
EXCEPT AS PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW AND AS A CONDITION OF PARTICIPATING IN
THIS EVENT, EACH PARTICIPANT HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND PERPETUALLY WAIVES ANY
RIGHT THEY MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY LITIGATION DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY ARISING OUT OF, UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS EVENT, ANY DOCUMENT
OR AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO IN CONNECTION HEREWITH, ANY PRIZE AVAILABLE IN



CONNECTION HEREWITH, AND ANY OF THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREBY OR
THEREBY.

6.8: Privacy
● Please refer to eFuse’s privacy policy located at https://efuse.gg/privacy for important

information regarding the collection, use and disclosure of personal information by
eFuse.


